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Abstract 
A number of attempts to extend Pontryagin duality theory to categories of groups larger than 
that of locally compact abelian groups have been made using different approaches. The extension 
to the category of topological abelian groups created the concept of reflexive group. In this paper 
we deal with the extension of Pontryagin duality to the category of convergence abelian groups. 
Reflexivity in this category was defined and studied by E. Binz and H. Butzmann. A convergence 
group is reflexive (subsequently called BB-reflexive by us in our work) if the canonical embedding 
into the bidual is a convergence isomorphism. 
Topological abelian groups are, in an obvious way, convergence groups; therefore it is natural 
to compare reflexivity and BB-reflexivity for them. Chasco and Martin-Peinador (1994) show that 
these two notions are independent. However some properties of reflexive groups also hold for 
BB-reflexive groups, and the purpose of this paper is to show two of them. Namely, we prove that 
if an abelian topological group G contains an open subgroup A, then G is BB-reflexive if and only 
if A is BB-reflexive. Next, if G has sufficiently many continuous characters and K is a compact 
subgroup of G, then G is BB-reflexive if and only if G/K is BB-reflexive. 
Keywords: Reflexive group; Continuous convergence structure; Character; Dual group 
AMS classification: 43A40; 2OK27; 22A05 
Notations, definitions and remarks 
Let ‘F be the unidimensional torus group, i.e., Iw/Z with the natural group structure and 
the quotient topology. We shall denote by FG the set of all continuous homomorphisms 
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(i.e., continuous characters) from an abelian topological group G into T. If addition 
in rG is defined pointwise, then rG endowed with the compact open topology is a 
topological abelian group, which will be called G”. 
The group G is called rejlexive if the natural embedding d!G from G into the bidual 
GA/‘ := (GA)” is a topological isomorphism. The classical Pontryagin duality theorem 
states that every locally compact topological abelian group (LCA) is reflexive. 
Examples of reflexive groups which are not locally compact are known from the late 
1940s. In [9] it is proved that arbitrary products of LCA groups are reflexive, whilst 
they may not be locally compact, like lRw or Iw’. In [15] it is proved that any infinite 
dimensional Banach space considered in its additive structure is a reflexive group. 
Reflexive groups do not share some of the nice properties of locally compact groups. 
For instance, closed subgroups and Hausdorff quotients of a reflexive group are not 
necessarily reflexive [ 11. Some additional conditions must be required for these facts to 
hold. The following results are proved in [3]: (1) If A is an open subgroup of a topological 
group G, then G is reflexive if and only if A is reflexive. (2) If K is a compact subgroup 
of a group G with sufficiently many continuous characters, then G is reflexive iff G/K 
is reflexive. Our aim here is to prove that analogous statements hold for another sort of 
reflexivity, which we define below. 
For the sake of completeness we include here the definition of a convergence structure. 
The reader should consult [5] for further details. 
Let X be a set and suppose that to each J: in X is associated a collection C”(z) of 
filters on X satisfying: 
(i) the ultrafilter {A c X: IC E A} is in s”(z), 
(ii) if 3 E Z(z) and G E E(z), then the filter 3 n G = {F U G: F E 3, G E G} 
also belongs to Z(z), 
(iii) if 3 E Z(z) and G > 3 then G E E(z). 
The totality E of filters E(z) for x in X is called a convergence structure for X, the pair 
(X, E) a convergence space and the filters 3 in Z(z) will be called convergent o 5. We 
write 3 -+ 2 instead of 3 E Z(z). A mapping f :X + Y between two convergence 
spaces X and Y is continuous if f(3) + f(z) in Y whenever 3 + z in X. 
A convergence group (G, E), or briefly G, is a group for which the convergence 
structure c” is compatible with addition. If G is a convergence group, we also call rG 
the set of all continuous homomorphisms from G into T and the continuous convergence 
structure A, in FG, is defined in the following way: a filter 3 in rG converges in A 
to an element < E TG if for every z E G and every filter Z in G, convergent to IC, 
~(3 x 3t) converges to J(z) in ‘IT. (3 x ‘H denotes the filter generated by the products 
F x H, F E 3 and H E ‘M, and w(F x H) := {f(x): f E F and z E H}.) 
It can be said that A is the coarsest convergence structure in rG for which w is 
continuous. Obviously, if Z is a convergence structure in rG, such that the evaluation 
mapping w : rG x G + T is continuous (the first space has the natural product structure), 
then every Z-convergent filter is A-convergent, i.e., A < Z. 
As is well known every filter defines canonically a net, and conversely, the sections 
of a net constitute a filter. In the realm of topological spaces, convergence of a filter 
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(net) is equivalent to convergence of its associated net (filter), [lo]. Thus, depending on 
personal preferences, one can choose nets or filters indistinctly. We state the definition 
of the continuous convergence structure in terms of nets, as derived from that of filters, 
because it will be more convenient for some of our proofs. 
A net U&D in I’G is A-convergent to f E rG if for every net (so)~~E in G 
converging to 5 E G, the net (fa(~~))(ol,p)E~x~ converges to f(x) in T. 
In the literature the above definition often appears with the directed sets D and E 
identical, and requiring only that (fol(zcu))aco be convergent. Certainly this should be 
enough to assure the continuity of the evaluation mapping if rG would have been 
assigned previously a topology. However, as an axiomatic definition of convergence it is 
not satisfactory, because a subnet of a convergent net may not converge. Furthermore it 
is not equivalent to the above definition, as can be seen in [16]. 
E. Binz and H. Butzmann have succeeded to extend Pontryagin duality theory to 
the category of convergence abelian groups and continuous (in the sense of conver- 
gence) homomorphisms, CONABGRP. They first define the “convergence dual” r,G 
of a group G E CONABGRP, as the set of all continuous characters endowed with 
the “continuous convergence structure”. If G is an LCA group, the continuous con- 
vergence structure in rG is precisely the convergence given by the compact open 
topology [5]; thus, the “convergence dual” and the ordinary dual are identical. They 
call G reflexive if the natural embedding KG : G + rJ,G is an isomorphism in the 
category CONABGRP. They have studied many features of this concept of reflexiv- 
ity, which we have called BB-rejlexivity. To mention one, a topological vector space, 
regarded as an abelian group, is BB-reflexive if and only if it is locally convex and 
complete [6]. 
The continuous convergence structure is a basic tool to develop an adequate theory of 
differential calculus, in nonnormable spaces [ll]. It has also been used in the theory of 
distributions [4]. The fact that it makes evaluation continuous, and that in general there 
are no topologies meeting this condition makes its uses advantageous. By means of it 
we proved that every reflexive, admissible group must be locally compact [ 121. The fact 
that convergence structures appear in physical proccesses more likely than topologies, 
calls for a development of convergence spaces. 
Although every topological abelian group can be viewed as a convergence group, not 
every convergence (group) structure can be derived from a (group) topology. For instance, 
in “Measure Theory” it is well known that “convergence almost everywhere” in the set 
of all real measurable functions defined on [0, l] does not derive from any topology on 
the mentioned set. 
In other words, the natural forgetful functor from TOPABGRP into CONABGRP is 
not surjective. We have proved the results mentioned in the abstract for the image of 
this functor. Our proofs are not suitable for the whole category CONABGRP, because 
Theorem 1.5 relies heavily on the topological structure. We think however that this 
theorem is interesting in itself. 
We divide the paper into two sections. In the first one we prove some properties of 
convergence groups needed later. The second section contains the main theorems. 
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We will only deal with abelian Hausdorff groups; therefore when we speak of conver- 
gence groups or topological groups, we mean Hausdorff abelian groups. 
1. Some properties of open subgroups and compact subgroups of a convergence 
group 
We recall that a subgroup A of a topological group G is open iff A E .F, for every filter 
3 in G, convergent to some point of A. Equivalently, A is open iff every net (zd)dE~ 
of G, convergent to an element x of A, is eventually in A. These facts can be used to 
define the open subgroups of a convergence group; namely, if (G, 2) is a convergence 
group, a subgroup A of G is said to be open if it verifies the mentioned properties of 
convergence. Propositions 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 show that to some extent they behave like 
open subgroups of a topological group. 
Proposition 1.1. Zf G is a convergence group, then every open subgroup of G must be 
closed. 
Proof. Let A be an open subgroup of G. We shall prove that if z $ A then z 9 A. Take 
a filter 3 convergent to x; then 3- x converges to 0 and A E 3- x since A is an open 
subgroup. So A + x E 3 and (x + A) n A = 8 for otherwise x + a = b with a, b E A and 
then x = b - a E A. Therefore 3 does not have a trace on A, which implies x $! A. 0 
Let A4 be a closed subgroup of a convergence group (G, c”) and let p: G + G/M 
be the canonical projection. The quotient structure Zq in G/M is defined as the finest 
convergence structure for which the canonical projection p is continuous. Or to say it in a 
different way, a filter 3 in G/M converges in zq to [x] E G/M if and only if it contains 
some filter of the form p(&) n . . n p(#,), where & is a filter in G, Z-convergent to 
some preimage .zi E p-’ [xl. 
Proposition 1.2. The quotient of a convergence group by an open subgroup is a discrete 
group. 
Proof. Let A be an open subgroup of a convergence group G and 3 a filter in G/A 
convergent to [A]. Then 3 contains some filter of the form ny=, p(&), where C#J~ is a 
filter in G, convergent to a, E A. Since A is open, A E ~$i for every i E { 1, . . , n}. 
Thus [A] E ny=“=, p(&) E 3, therefore 3 is the filter generated by {[A]}. Observe that 
G/A, being discrete, is a topological group. 0 
Proposition 1.3. Let A be an open subgroup of a convergence group G. A homomor- 
phism cp from G into a topological group G’ is continuous if and only cf the restriction 
to A, (P/A, is continuous. 
Proof. Suppose (P]A is continuous, and consider a filter 3 in G convergent to 0. Then 
A E 3 because A is an open subgroup, and so 3 has a trace 3~ on A (3.4 is a filter). 
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Now (~IA(FA) is convergent to 0 in G’. Thus for every V neighborhood of zero in G’, 
there exists F in F such that I/ > (p(Fn A). Since Fn A E 3, the filter cp(ZF) converges 
too. q 
A convergence group K is said to be compact if it is Hausdorff and every ultrafilter 
in K is convergent [5]. 
A subgroup M of a convergence group (G, 3) is said to be dually closed if, for every 
element z of G - M, there is a continuous character cp in r,G such that q(M) = 0 
and cp(~) # 0. It is said to be dually embedded if every continuous character defined 
on M can be extended to a continuous character on G. The annihilator of M is defined 
as the subgroup M” := {‘p E r,G, such that q(M) = 0} and we will denote by 
It4 O” := {c$ E rJ,G, such that q+(M”) = 0). It is well known that an open subgroup 
of a topological group G is dually closed and dually embedded 114, Lemma 3.31. We 
prove now that with a further assumption on the group G, the same holds for a compact 
subgroup K. 
Proposition 1.4. Let K be a compact subgroup of a topological Hausdorfabelian group 
G with sujjkiently many continuous characters. Then K is dually closed and dually 
embedded. 
Proof. First we prove that K is dually embedded. 
(1) Since G has sufficiently many continuous characters, the subgroup of K” defined 
by L := {‘p E K* 1 p extends to G} separates points of K. Furthermore, every nontrivial 
Hausdorff quotient of K* has a nontrivial character. By [13, Proposition 311 L is dense 
in KA and as K” is discrete, L = K’. 
(2) The fact that K is dually closed will follow from the equality &G(K) = KoO, 
because CYG is injective. So, let i* : G” -+ K” be the restriction mapping. It is 
surjective by (l), and its kernel is K”. Therefore it induces a continuous isomor- 
phism $J : GA/K0 -+ K”, which is open since K” is discrete. Its dual mapping 
$,^ : KA” + (GA/K”)* is a topological isomorphism. If p : GA + GA/K0 is the 
canonical projection, p* : (GA/K”)” -+ G”” is injective, and its image is K”“. Since 
(GA/K”) is compact we have that pA : (G”/K”)A + K”” is a topological isomor- 
phism. Thus, the composite cp := p*$~“a~ is a topological isomorphism from K onto 
KOO. 
Let h E K”“, and let h’ E K be such that h = p”qV’aK(h’). Then h = crG(h’) E 
QG(K). In fact, if x E G” we have cxG(h’)(x) = I and (p”@~y~(h’))(x) = 
$‘/\cxK(h’)p(x) = crK(h’)($px) = crK(h’)(xIK) = xlK(h’). This proves that Koo c 
aG(K). The converse is straightforward. 0 
Remark 1. The last proposition holds also when G is a convergence group. In order to 
prove it, the following fact should be taken into account: 
If K is a compact subgroup of G, then I’,K is topological; i.e., the continuous con- 
vergence structure on rK is derived from a topology, which necessarily is the compact 
open topology [5]. 
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Remark 2. The assumption that G may have sufficiently many continuous characters is 
essential in Proposition 1.4, as the following example shows: 
Let E be an infinite dimensional separable Banach space. There exists a free, discrete 
subgroup K of E such that (E/K)” = (0) 111. Let a be a generator of K; the linear 
span of a is a closed subgroup of E, say N := Ra. If p: E -+ E/K is the canonical 
projection then p(N) can be identified with p ([0, a]) which is compact and isomorphic 
to S’, for p(0) = p(a). It is not dually embedded since (E/K)” = (0). 
Remark 3. It is easy to see that if A is an open subgroup of a convergence group then 
A is also dually closed and dually embedded. The proofs follow respectively from the 
facts: 
(1) G/A is discrete, therefore reflexive and G/A has sufficiently many continuous 
characters, and 
(2) every character cp in r,A can be extended to an algebraic homomorphism (p of G 
into T, which by Proposition 1.3 is continuous. 
We establish now the fact that every convergent net of characters defined on an open 
subgroup can be lifted to a convergent net of characters of the group. 
Theorem 1.5. Let A be an open subgroup of a Hausdoflabelian topological group G. 
Let (E&SD be a convergent net in A”, say &, + [. Then there exist Fe, f in GA, 
extensions of ta and < respectively, such that & + g 
Proof. We will prove that the standard procedure to extend continuous characters yields 
a convergent net, when applied to a convergent net of continuous characters. For the sake 
of completeness we reproduce here how a character cp defined on A can be extended to 
the group Gp{A, x}, generated by A and x E G - A. 
Two cases arise: 
(a) nx $ A for any n E N. Then define g(nx+a) = cp(a) for every a E A and n E N. 
(b) mx E A and m is the least positive integer with that condition. Then define 
cp(x) = cp( mx )/ m and extend it to an algebraic homomorphism. 
Since $1~ = cp is continuous, and since A is an open subgroup, we have that (p is 
continuous. 
Take now (Ja)aE~ c A” such that & t [. We call [c’, [(‘) the extensions of &, [ 
to Al := Gp{A, x} defined as above. We shall prove that &’ + J(l). 
To this end denote by (S, V) a neighborhood of zero in A:, where S c Al is compact, 
and V a zero-neigborhood in T. We must determine QO such that [a) - @‘) E (S, V) 
for every Q 2 (-~a. 
Let CX~ be such that & - [ E (S - {xc), V), VCY 3 CYI This is possible since S - {x} = 
S n A is compact. 
If x is as in (a), let cya = 01. 
If IC is as in (b), we consider the following possibilities: 
(i) S c A; then trivially &)(.s) = &(s) and t(‘)(s) = t(s), ‘d’s E S, and the previous 
o1 should do. 
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(ii) S - A has only one element, say y = lx + a, for some integer 1 and some a E A. 
Let W E ET(O) be such that W + W c V. Since 
J(‘)(Zz) = ‘<,(mz), Q m 
it converges to 
Ql)(Zx) = L[(mx), 
m 
so we can determine oie in D such that ((2’ - t(‘))(s) E W + W C V, for every s in 
S. 
A similar argument holds if S - A is finite. 
(iii) H := S-A is infinite. Since H c S is compact, the open covering {y+A, y E H) 
must have a finite subcovering, say 
ij(yi+A)>H, 
i=l 
with yi E H. Call 57; := (yi + A) n H, S’i := Sl - yi and F := Uy=“=, Si C A. F is 
compact and also H C lJy=“=, (yi + F). For i E { 1,2, . . , n} determine oi, proceeding as 
in (ii), such that ([i’ - $‘))(yi) E W, for every cy. > cri. Now if oa > ~1,. . . , cy, we 
have:anyzinHisinsomey~$_F,sayz=y,+fthus(~~1)-E)(yi+f)EW+W~V, 
for every cr > cua. This proves that $’ -+ E(l) in Al = Gp{A, x}. Take now Al in the 
place of A, and repeat this process with a new .z E G - A1 and do it on and on. We 
obtain a transfinite sequence of nested groups Aj and characters, say $‘, and if we call 
:a := u$‘, and c:= U@), we have the desired extensions. 
In fact g, care defined on G and g + g To prove the last statement take (S, V), 
S c G compact. The family {s+A, z E S) is an open covering of S. Let x1,. . . , 5, E S 
be such that Uy=“=, (xi + A) 3 S. Every azi must belong to a subgroup ALi ; denote by 
Aj the biggest of A,, , . . , ALn and the proof is reduced to that stage, i.e., determine cyj 
such that $’ - t(j) E (S, V), for all Q > LYE 0 
Proposition 1.6. If A is an open subgroup of a Hausdo$abelian topological group G, 
every convergent net in I’,A can be lifted to a convergent net in r,G. 
Proof. If a net (&)&D C I’,A is n-convergent to [ C F,A, then it is straightforward 
to prove that it also converges to < in the compact open topology on FA, To,,. By the 
previous theorem there exist extensions g, F E GA with c % 5 
In order to prove that a 1 F, take a convergent net (xp)~~~ in G; say zp + 5. 
Since A is an open subgroup, (xp - z)oE~ is eventually in A, i.e., there exists PO such 
that for every P Z 00, X:B E z+ A, so take (ag)~~~ c A with ~0 = zfap, ap + 0. We 
have ax@) = g(x) + c(ap) = z(z) + J,(ap). But [&up) --) 0 and z(z) + c(z), 
since EQ 3 c Consequently E,(zp) + c(z). 0 
Now it is easy to prove the following: 
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Corollary 1.7. Let A be an open subgroup of a Hausdoflabelian topological group G. 
The canonical homomorphism PA : r,G/A’ + r,A is a bicontinuous isomorphism. 
2. The main theorems 
Theorem 2.1. Let A be an open subgroup of a Hausdogabelian topological group G. 
Then G is BB-reflexive if and only if A is BB-rejlexive. 
Proof. Let KG : G i rJ,G and /CA : A -k r,I’,A be the natural embeddings into the 
bidual. By the definition of the continuous convergence structure it is straightforward to 
see that IGG and KA are continuous. 
(+) For the necessity of the condition it is not required that G be topological. So 
suppose G is a BB-reflexive convergence group; we shall prove that KA is an isomorphism 
of convergence groups. 
(1) &A is injective. Let a # b in A. Since G is BB-reflexive, G has sufficiently 
many continuous characters, and we can find x in r,G such that x(a) # x(b). Thus 
KA(a)(XIA) = XiA(a) # XiA@) = KA@)(XiA). 
(2) &A is surjective. The following diagram 
is commutative. By the symbol * we denote the dual of a homomorphism in the category 
CONABGRP. Taking into account that KG is surjective, for every x E r&A, there is 
g E G such that i**x = KG(g). If g E A, then &A(g) = x, because A is dually embedded 
and therefore i”’ is injective. Suppose that g $! A; as A is dually closed there exists 
p E r,G such that P(A) = 0 and ,0(g) # 0. Then (i**x)(@ = x(i*,f3) = ~(01~) = 0, 
but also (i**x)(p) = (KG(g))(p) = p(g) # 0, which is a contradiction. 
(3) “A’ is continuous. Take a convergent net in r,r,A. It can be written as KA(&) 
for some net (x,),~D in A, and denote by %A(z) the limit point. We shall prove that 
(5,) converges to z in A. Since i** is continuous, KG(&) = K&(x*) = i**&~(z*) + 
a ‘**&A(z) = K&(X) = KG(X) and, as KG’ is continuous, 2, + 2. 
(+==) Suppose now that KA is a bicontinuous isomorphism. 
(I) KG is injective. Let g, g’ E G with g # g’. We distinguish two cases: 
(a) If g - g’ $! A, we consider [g - g’] # [0] in G/A. As G/A is discrete, we can find 
x E r,(G/A) such that x[g] # x[g’]. Take xp E r,G and 
(KG(.d)(XP) = XPb) = Xbl # Xb’] = (KGb’))(Xd =+ ‘;G(g) # ‘dg’) 
(b) If g - g’ E A, let p E I’A be such that fl(g - g’) # 0. Since A is dually embedded, 
fl can be extended to a character p E r,G. So p(g) # p(g’) 3 KG(g) # rcG(g’). 
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(2) KG is surjective. Consider the canonical commutative diagram: 
A -& G 3 GIA 
n.4 -1 nc 1 -1 SC/A 
r,r,A s r,r,G fi r,r,(G/A) 
where K,G/A is surjective because G/A is discrete and p is also surjective. 
If X E rJ’,G, there exists g E G such that 
P**X = KG/A[g] = KG/Add = P**KG(g), 
Then p**(X- KG(g)) = 0, so X-@(g) E Ker p**. We will show that Ker p** C Im i**, 
and therefore X - &2(g) = i**(K~(a)) = fiGi( for some a E A. Thus X = KG(g + a) 
with g + a E G. 
In order to prove that Ker p** 2 Im i**, for every cp E Ker p**, define $ in r,r,A 
just requiring the diagram 
T 
to be commutative. It is well defined, because i*(E) = i*([‘) + [ - [’ E Im p*. If 
X E r,(G,/A) is such that p*(X) = < -I’, we have cp([ - E’) = cp(p*x) = p**cp(x) = 0, 
i.e., cp(<) = cp(<‘). Clearly i**(G) = cp. 
The continuity of $I follows from Proposition 1.6. Take i$, + 6 in r,A and extend 
them to z, c in r,G, such that g 3 g Now, 
$([a) = $iY,) = cp(ol) + V(F) = @i*(F) = +(r). 
c3) KG --] is continuous. An easy argument shows that this follows from the fact that 
(&GI,)-’ is continuous. In order to prove the latter, take a convergent net in r&G, 
say KG(k) + KG(h), with (ha)aEo c A. Since A is dually closed, h must be also in 
A. We must see that h, -+ h, but this is equivalent to fcA(hLY) + &A(h), being &A a 
bicontinuous isomorphism. 
In fact, if (Xp)pt~ is a net in r,A with Xp -+ X, by Proposition 1.6 it can be lifted 
to a convergent net in r,G, say Xp + 2. We have 
KA(ha)(Xp) = i**KA(ha)(Xxi;) = KG(ha)(%) + ‘Q?(h)(%) 
= i**KA(h)(T) = nA(h)(x). 
Thus KA(ha) + kcA(h) as stated. 0 
Theorem 2.2. Let K be a compact subgroup of a Hausdolff abelian topological group 
G, which has suficiently many continuous characters. Then G is BB-rejlexive iff G/K 
is BB-reflexive. 
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Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.6 of [3], which in turn can be re-stated 
in a way analogous to 2.2. 
(+) Suppose that G is BB-reflexive. According to Proposition 1.4, K is dually 
closed and F+(K) = Koo. We may identify G/K with rJ',G~K"". Since K" is an 
open subgroup of the reflexive group r,G, by Theorem 2.1, K" is BB-reflexive, and 
so is also its dual r,K". Taking into account that K" is dually embedded in r,G, 
straightforward computations show that the natural map pKO : ~J’&‘/K”” + r,K" is 
a bicontinuous isomorphism. So, G/K is isomorphic to the reflexive group r,K". 
(+==) (1) KG is injective due to the fact that G has sufficiently many continuous 
characters. 
(2) KG is surjective. We argue as in Theorem 2. I. Consider the canonical commutative 
diagram 
O+ K&GA G/K +O 
KK 3- Kc -1 I KG/K 
r,r,K -5 r,r,G C r,r,(GIK) 
where its upper row is exact. If x E r,r,G, there exists g E G such that p**(x - 
KG(g)) = 0. To see that Ker p** C Im i’“, take cp E Ker p**, and define $J in i*(r,G) = 
r,K requiring the commutativity of the diagram 
As r,K is discrete, $ is continuous. 
(3) Kc’ is continuous. Otherwise there would exist a neighbourhood U of zero in G 
and a net (ga)aED in G such that ga # U and KG(ga) + 0. Hence 
KG/K[ga] = ~G/Kha) = prong + 0 
and, consequently, [gal + 0 because KG/K is a bicontinuous isomorphism. An easy 
argument shows that we can find a finer net (go)oEof converging to some g E G. As 
gp 4 U, we have g # 0. Since G has sufficiently many continuous characters, x(g) # 0 
for some x E r,G. On the other hand, we have x(ga) = KG(gp)(x) -_) 0; but due to 
continuity, x(gp) + x(g) # 0, which is a contradiction. 0 
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